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ABSTRACT

A resonance shear measuring method capable of simple and
rapid measurement by obtaining a resonance shear curve
through Fourier transformation of a damping curve of an
oscillation on one side surface of a sample during measurement of shear response from the sample is provided. The
method is to measure shear response of the sample sandwiched between the solid surfaces of a resonance shear measurement unit along with a change in film thickness by applying an input signal U to a horizontal driving section of the
shear resonance measurement unit, by detecting an oscillation on one side surface of the sample sandwiched between
solid surfaces of the resonance shear measurement unit as an
output signal U,,, by means of a displacement gauge, and by
applying the output signal U,,, along with the input signal U „
to a resonance shear signal analyzer, wherein a damping
curve of the oscillation on one side surface of the sample is
Fourier transformed by a Fourier transformation section (5B)
to obtain a resonance shear curve. Also provided is a twinpath type apparatus for shear stress measurement capable of
precise measurement of shear stress by using a twin-path
method by which a distance between opaque substrates can
be measured.
^
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SHEAR MEASURING METHOD AND ITS
DEVICE

[Patent Document 3] Japanese Patent Application Publication
No. 2001-108603

TECHNICAL FIELD

[Non-Patent Document 1] Liquid Crystal, vol. 6, No. 1, pp.
34-41,2002.

[0001] The present invention relates a shear measurement
method and an apparatus thereof whichis capable ofperforming a desired measurement on an interface between two solid
surfaces or a thin film sandwiched inbetween irrespective of
their transparency, and more particularly and specifically
relates to (1) a method and an apparatus for resonance shear
measurement which is rapid, simple, convenient, versatile
and precise in performing a measurement on a film with
thickness which is liable to change or a highly volatile liquid
film, and (2) a method and an apparatus to measure shear
stress between two solid surfaces and a layer sandwiched
inbetween including a liquid thin film, a liquid crystal thin
film, or a polymer adsorption layer while changing the distance of the two solid surfaces in nanometer scale by using a
measuring technique for the separation distance between the
two surfaces by means of a twin-path type interferometer
method.
BACKGROUND ART
[0002] (1) First of all, it is important for comprehension and
control of the friction and lubrication on solid surfaces and
orientation and structuration of liquid molecules and liquid
crystal molecules to know a shear response of a sample (such
as liquid and liquid crystal) sandwiched between the solid
surfaces along with change of film thickness in nanometer
scale. The resonance shear measurement for measuring the
shear response of a sample is a method to provide a shear by
oscillating a surface on one side of a sample horizontally and
to monitor its response near a resonance frequency. Plotting
the shear response as a function of frequency gives a resonance curve. Resonance frequency and a resonance peak
height are sensitive to the properties of the sample between
the solid surfaces and immune to an oscillation noise from
outside of the measurement apparatus.
[0003] The conventional method to measure precisely the
shear response of a sample sandwiched between solid surfaces is to measure the shear response of the sample to a shear
while changing frequency around the resonance frequency
and to plot the response as a function of frequency to obtain a
resonance shear curve. This method is disclosed in NonPatent Document 1 shown below.
[0004] An apparatus for precise measurement of shear
stress was proposed by the present inventors as described in
Patent Document 1 below.
(2) Secondly, the present inventors have proposed an apparatus for precise measurement of shear stress capable of measuring with high accuracy a Theological behavior in an ultra
small space with a nano-scale dimension, as described in
Patent Document 2.
[0005] The present inventors have also proposed a surface
force measurement apparatus and method capable of measuring a surface force between samples with high accuracy even
if the samples are not transparent for light, as described in
Patent Document 3 below.
[Patent Document 1] Japanese Patent Publication No.
3032152
[Patent Document 2] Japanese Patent Publication No.
3032152

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION
[0006] However, since shear response of a sample is measured at around the resonance frequency while changing the
oscillation frequency, the conventional technique described
above in (1) requires to keep the film thickness of the sample
constant for a long time. It is therefore difficult to measure
samples such as films with the thickness liable to change and
liquid thin films with high volatility.
[0007] Furthermore, in the conventional technique
described above in (2), an apparatus for resonance shear
measurement is combined with a measurement apparatus for
a distance between surfaces by an optical interferometry technique making use of the fringes of equal chromatic order
(FECO) to measure Theological properties and friction/lubrication properties of a sample sandwiched by the surfaces
while measuring the distance between the surfaces with resolution of 0.1 nanometer. Since this technique makes use of a
light passing through the surfaces, the substrate and the
sample sandwiched between the substrate surfaces are limited to be optically transparent. Especially, the substrate is
almost limited to mica for a practical use, and an alternative
substrate for an experimental test is also limited to a thin plate
of sapphire and glass with thickness of about 2 micrometer.
[0008] In addition, the twin-path type surface forces apparatus as described in Patent Document 3 measures a force
exerted to upper and lower surfaces and cannot perform a
shear measurement.
[0009] The purpose of the present invention is to provide a
shear measurement method and an apparatus thereof which
can perform a desirable measurement not only on a transparent sample but also on an opaque sample.
[0010] More concrete description is given in the following.
[0011] By taking the situation described above into
account, the first purpose of the present invention is to provide
a method for resonance shear measurement, the method being
capable of performing simple and short-time measurement by
obtaining a resonance shear curve by Fourier-transforming a
damping curve of an oscillation on a surface on one side of a
sample during a measurement of a shear response from the
sample.
[0012] In addition, by taking account of the situation
described above, the second purpose of the present invention
is to provide a twin-path type measurement method of shear
stress and an apparatus thereof which enables a precise measurement of shear stress by making use of a twin-path method
which is capable of measuring a distance between the substrates even when the substrates or a sample are not transparent.
[0013] To achieve the purpose describe above, the present
invention provides:
[1] a resonance shear measuring method to measure a shear
response of a sample sandwiched between solid surfaces in a
resonance shear measurement unit, along with a change in
film thickness, the method including steps of:
[0014] applying an input signal U to a horizontal driving
section of the resonance shear measurement unit,
[0015] detecting an oscillation of a surface on one side of
the sample sandwiched between the solid surfaces set in the
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resonance shear measurement unit by means of a displacement gauge, the output of detection being an output signal
and,
[0016] applying the output signal Uout along with the input
signal U a resonance shear signal analyzer,
[0017] wherein a resonance shear curve is obtained by performing a Fourier transformation of a damping curve of the
oscillation of the surface on one side of the sample.
[2] a resonance shear measuring method to measure a shear
response of a sample which is solid surfaces themselves without any other sample sandwiched between the solid surfaces
in a resonance shear measurement unit, along with a change
in film thickness, the method including steps of:
[0018] applying an input signal U
a horizontal driving
section of the resonance shear measurement unit,
[0019] detecting an oscillation of a surface on one side of
the sample in the resonance shear measurement unit by means
of a displacement gauge, the output of detection being an
output signal Uout, and,
[0020] applying the output signal Uout along with the input
signal U a resonance shear signal analyzer,
[0021] wherein a resonance shear curve is obtained by performing a Fourier transformation of a damping curve of the
oscillation of the surface on one side of the sample.
[3] the resonance shear measuring method according to item
[1], wherein the sample is a thin film.
[4] the resonance shear measuring method according to item
[1], wherein the sample is liquid.
[5] the resonance shear measuring method according to item
[1] wherein the sample is a liquid crystal.
[6] the resonance shear measuring method according to item
[1] wherein the sample has a thickness in nanometer size.
[7] the resonance shear measuring method according to item
[1] or [2], wherein the sample has a surface modified by an
adsorption or a chemical modification method.
[8] the resonance shear measuring method according to item
[1] or [2], wherein the resonance shear curve is a frequency
characteristics of shear response of the sample.
[9] an apparatus for resonance shear measurement including:
[0022] a waveform generator;
[0023] a power source to which the waveform generator is

connected;
[0024] a resonance shear measurement unit to which the
power source is connected and an input signal U applied;
[0025] a displacement gauge to which the resonance shear
measurement unit is connected;
[0026] a resonance shear signal analyzer to which the displacement gauge and the power source are connected and to
which an output signal Uout along with an input signal U
applied, the resonance shear signal analyzer including:
[0027] (a) a timer section,
[0028] (b) a Fourier transformation section to which the
timer section and the displacement gauge are connected,
[0029] (c) an amplitude spectrum generation section to
which the Fourier transformation section is connected,
[0030] (d) a normalization section of amplitude (U0jU , ),
[0031] (e) a resonance shear curve producing section; and
[0032] a computer to which the waveform generator and the
resonance shear signal analyzer are connected.
[10] a twin-path type shear stress measurement method,
wherein a shear stress measurement of a sample is performed
by a combination of two methods: one method being a twinpath type measurement method for a distance between surfaces of the sample by irradiating a laser light to a mirror
^

attached to a back side of a bottom disk holder and by detecting a phase change of the reflected light from the mirror, and
the other method being the measurement method to measure
Theological properties and friction/lubrication properties of
the sample from a resonance curve.
[11] a twin-path type apparatus for shear stress measurement
including:
[0033] (a) a precise shear device to give a horizontal displacement to a top disk holder,
[0034] (b) a displacement gauge to detect the horizontal
displacement of the top disk holder,
[0035] (c) a fixing unit for fixing a lower surface of the
sample, the unit comprising a leaf spring which holds at the
front end a bottom disk holder, and a mirror disposed on a
back side of the bottom disk holder,
[0036] (d) a driving apparatus to drive upward and downward the bottom disk holder by driving the fixing unit for
fixing the bottom disk holder,
[0037] (e) a twin-path type measurement unit for measuring a distance between surfaces, the unit irradiating a laser
light to the mirror and measuring a distance between the
upper surface of the sample and the lower surface of the
sample based on a phase change of a reflected light from the
mirror,
[0038] wherein Theological properties and friction/lubrication properties of the sample are measured per distance
between the upper surface of the sample and the lower surface
of the sample.
[12] the twin-path type apparatus for shear stress measurement according to item [11], wherein measurement on the
Theological properties and friction/lubrication properties of
the sample is performed based on a resonance curve of the
sample.
[13] the twin-path type apparatus for shear stress measurement according to item [11] or [12], wherein the sample is a
transparent sample or an opaque sample.
[14] the twin-path type apparatus for shear stress measurement according to item [11] or [12], wherein the sample is a
liquid thin film.
[15] the twin-path type apparatus for shear stress measurement according to item [11] or [12], wherein the sample is a
liquid crystal thin film.
[16] the twin-path type apparatus for shear stress measurement according to item [11] or [12], wherein the sample is an
adsorption layer such as polymer and/or surfactant or a
chemically modified film.
[17] the twin-path type apparatus for shear stress measurement according to item [11] or [12], wherein either one or
both of the top disk holder and the bottom disk holder are
opaque substrates.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0039] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a resonance shear
measurement system in accordance with an embodiment of

the present invention.
[0040] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing an example
of a resonance shear measurement unit of the resonance shear
measurement system in accordance with an embodiment of

the present invention.
[0041] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a partial configuration of a resonance shear measurement unit of the resonance shear measurement system in accordance with a modification of the present invention.
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[0042] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of the resonance shear measurement in accordance with an embodiment of the present
invention.
[0043] FIG. 5 shows an example of a damping oscillation of
a surface on one side of a sample measured by setting the
sample to the resonance shear measurement unit in accordance with the present invention.
[0044] FIG. 6 shows a resonance shear curve obtained by
applying Fourier transformation of the present invention to
the damping oscillation as shown in FIG. 5 and a curve
obtained by the conventional method.
[0045] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a twin-path type
apparatus for sear stress measurement in accordance with the
other embodiment of the present invention.
[0046] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a sample used in an
applicational example of a twin-path type apparatus for shear
stress measurement in accordance with the other embodiment
of the present invention.
[0047] FIG. 9 shows a chemical formula of a liquid crystal
(4-cyano-4-hexyl biphenyl, 6CB) as a sample sandwiched
between surfaces of mica in accordance with the other
embodiment of the present invention.
[0048] FIG. 10 shows a measurement result by the twinpath type apparatus for shear stress measurement of the
present invention for a liquid crystal (4-cyano-4-hexyl biphenyl, 6CB) as a sample in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS
OF THE INVENTION
[0049] A first embodiment of the present invention provides a resonance shear measuring method which measures a
shear response of a sample sandwiched between solid surfaces in a resonance shear measurement unit, along with a
change in film thickness, including steps of: applying an input
signal U a piezoelectric element of the resonance shear
measurement unit, detecting an oscillation of a surface on one
side of the sample sandwiched between the solid surfaces set
in the resonance shear measurement unit by means of a displacement gauge, the output of detection being an output
signal U. , and applying the output signal U., along with the
input signal U a resonance shear signal analyzer. In the
method, a resonance shear curve is obtained by performing a
Fourier transformation of a damping curve of the oscillation
of the surface on one side of the sample.
[0050] A second embodiment of the present invention provides a twin-path type apparatus for shear stress measurement
which includes a precise shear device to give a horizontal
displacement to an upper surface of a sample, a displacement
gauge to detect the horizontal displacement of the upper
surface of the sample, a fixing unit for fixing a lower surface
of the sample which includes a leaf spring which holds at the
front end the lower surface of the sample, and a mirror disposed on a back side of a bottom disk holder, a driving
apparatus to drive upward and downward the lower surface of
the sample by driving the fixing unit for fixing the lower
surface of the sample, and a twin-path type measurement unit
for measuring a distance between surfaces based on a phase
change of a reflected light from the mirror. In the apparatus,
Theological properties and friction/lubrication properties of

the sample are measured per distance between the upper
surface of the sample and the lower surface of the sample.
Embodiment
[0051] Various embodiments of the present invention will
be described in more detail in the following.
[0052] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a resonance shear
measurement system in accordance with an embodiment of
the present invention. FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing
an example of a unit for resonance shear measurement of the
system in accordance with an embodiment of the present
invention. In these figures, reference numeral 1 is a waveform
generator, 2 is a power source to which the waveform generator 1 is connected, 3 is a resonance shear measurement unit
to which the power source 2 is connected and to which an
input voltage U an input signal is applied, 4 is a displacement gauge such as, for example, a capacitance type displacement gauge, to which the resonance shear measurement unit
is connected, 5 is a resonance shear signal analyzer to which
the capacitance type displacement gauge 4 and the power
source are connected and to which an output voltage U0 as
an output signal along with the input voltage U, are applied.
The resonance shear signal analyzer 5 includes a timer section 5A, a Fourier transformation section 5B, an amplitude
spectrum generation section 5C, a normalization section 5D
of amplitude (U,, /U „) to normalize U„(w) and U. , and a
resonance shear curve producing section 5E. 6 is a personal
computer (PC) which is connected to the waveform generator
1 and the resonance shear signal analyzer 5.
[0053] In addition, the displacement gauge described above
may be a strain gauge.
[0054] In FIG. 2, reference numeral 10 is a resonance shear
measurement unit (corresponding to the unit 3 in FIG. 1), 11
is a cantilever, 12 is a disc holder, 13 is a white light source, 14
is a lower substrate fixed on the disc holder 12, 15 is a
four-piece piezoelectric element as a horizontal driving section to drive horizontally the upper surface, 16 is an upper
substrate fixed to the bottom of the four-piece piezoelectric
element 15, 17 is a leaf spring to support the four-piece
piezoelectric element 15, 18 is a capacitance type displacement gauge (a probe) to measure horizontal displacement AX
of the leaf spring 17, (corresponding to a capacitance type
displacement gauge 4 in FIG. 1), and 19 is a sample (solid,
liquid, and liquid crystal and the like) which is an object for
measurement of the shear response. The liquid may include
not only a single component but also various liquid including
micelle and colloid dispersion system with two or more components. Furthermore, a motor may be used as the horizontal
driving section described above.
[0055] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a partial configuration of a unit for resonance shear measurement of the resonance shear measurement system in accordance with a modification of the present invention.
[0056] In this example, substrates themselves are samples
21 and 22. Without any sample sandwiched between substrates as shown in FIG. 2, a friction (lubrication) property
between the sample (substrate) 21 and the sample (substrate)
22 can also be measured.
[0057] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of the resonance shear measurement.
(1) First of all, apply a sinusoidal wave (angular frequency w)
of an amplitude voltage U shown in FIG. 1 to the piezoelectric element (the four-piece piezoelectric element 15 as
shown in FIG. 2). (step Si).
^
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(2) Obtain an output voltage Uout(w). (step S2).
(3) Stop the input voltage U. (step S3).
(4) Obtain the output voltage Uout along with its elapsed time.
(step S4)
(5) Perform a Fourier transformation. (step S5).
(6) Output an amplitude spectrum. (step S6).
(7) Normalize the output voltage Uout (w) and input voltage
U. (step S7).
(8) Output a resonance shear curve. (step S8).
[0058] When a measurement is performed for a sample set
in the resonance shear measurement unit described above, the
damping oscillation on the surface on one side of the sample
exhibits a curve shown in FIG. 5.
[0059] Here the horizontal axis shows an elapsed time, and
the vertical axis shows an amplitude of the oscillation. Fourier
transformation expressed by the following Equation (1) is
applied to the damping oscillation.

[Equation 1]

F(w) L

f (t)

dt

(l)

[0060] By taking the amplitude spectrum, a resonance
shear curve can be obtained. Here, w is angular frequency,
F(w) is the obtained Fourier spectrum, f(t) is the damping
oscillation, and t is time.
[0061] A measurement result of a resonance shear curve by
using the resonance shear measurement method of thepresent
invention is shown in the following in comparison with a
result obtained by using the conventional method.
[0062] FIG. 6 is a diagram showing the resonance shear
curve obtained by applying Fourier transformation of the
present invention to the damping oscillation shown in FIG. 5
and a curve obtained by the conventional method.
[0063] Here, the horizontal axis shows the oscillation frequency on the surface on one side of the sample, and the
vertical axis shows an amplitude of the oscillation, which is
shown by a ratio of the output voltage (Uout) measured by the
capacitance type displacement gauge and the input voltage
(U ,) applied to the piezoelectric element in the resonance
shear measurement unit. The conventional method is a technique to measure point by point a response on the surface on
one side of the sample to each oscillation frequency. FIG. 6
demonstrates that the present invention can measure the
response on the surface on one side of the sample to the
frequency quite well, and that the present invention is a
method to measure continuously the response on the surface
on one side of the sample for wide range of oscillation frequency in a short time.
[0064] In accordance with the present invention, by sandwiching a sample (solid, liquid, liquid crystal and the like)
between two solid substrates, and by changing the thickness
thereof, a change of the Theological properties of the sample,
friction/lubrication properties, the interaction between the
sample and the solid substrates, and the like can be measured.
Furthermore, by using the substrate itself as a sample without
any other sample sandwiched inbetween, mutual friction (lubrication) properties can be measured. Moreover, the surface
may be modified by an adsorption method or a chemical
modification method (LB (Langmuir-Brodgett) modification
method). In addition, the frequency response of the sample
can be measured not only by applying oscillation to the sur^

face on one side of the sample in the horizontal direction but
also by applying oscillation to the direction perpendicular to
the surface.
[0065] In accordance with the present invention, it is not
necessary to measure the shear response at each of the oscillation frequency point by point as in the conventional technology, and the measurement of the resonance shear curve
can be performed, with ease, in short time, and with high

precision.
[0066] In the following, a twin-path type shear stress measurement will be described as the other embodiment of the

present invention.
[0067] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram showing a twin-path
type apparatus for shear stress measurement in accordance
with the other embodiment of the present invention.
[0068] In this figure, reference numeral 31 is a resonance
shear measurement unit, 32 is a four-piece piezoelectric element to drive an upper surface horizontally, 33 is a leaf spring
to support the four-piece piezoelectric element 32, 34 is a
capacitance type displacement gauge (probe) to measure a
horizontal displacement Ax of the leaf spring 33, 35 is an
upper substrate which is fixed to the bottom of the four-piece
piezoelectric element 32.
[0069] Also, an unit 40 to fix a bottom disk holder 42 holds
the bottom disk holder 42 at a front edge of the leaf spring 41,
and a mirror 43 is provided on a back side of the bottom disk
holder 42. On the other hand, on the base part of the leaf
spring 41, there is provided a driving apparatus (for example,
a motor (not shown)) to drive the leaf spring 41 vertically.
[0070] Furthermore, 51 is a twin-path type measurement
apparatus for a distance between surfaces, which comprises a
laser light source 52, a diffraction grating 53 which receives
the laser light from the laser light source 52 and divides it into
a measuring light and a reference light, a piezoelectric element 54 to adjust the diffraction grating 53, a lens 55 to accept
light from the diffraction grating 53, a fixed mirror 56 to
receive the reference light which is a part of the laser light, a
diffraction grating 57 which receives through the lens 55 the
reference light reflected by the fixed mirror 56 and the measuring light reflected by the mirror 43 provided on a back side
of the bottom disk holder, a photodiode 58 to receive the light
passing through the diffraction grating 57, and a personal
computer 59 connected to the piezoelectric element 54 and
the photodiode 58.
[0071] By this configuration, a change of a distance
between surfaces sandwiching the sample A can be measured
by the twin-path type measurement apparatus for a distance
between surfaces 51, whereas the upper surface of the sample
A is attached to the resonance shear precise measurement unit
31 which measures the Theological property and the friction/
lubrication property of the sample, thereby enabling measurement of the shear stress precisely.
[0072] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a sample used in an
applicational example of a twin-path type apparatus for shear
stress measurement of the present invention, FIG. 9 shows a
chemical formula of a liquid crystal (4-cyano-4-hexyl biphenyl, 6CB), and FIG. 10 shows the resonance curves measured
by the twin-path type apparatus for shear stress measurement
of the present invention for a liquid crystal (4-cyano-4-hexyl
biphenyl, 6CB) as a sample.
[0073] As shown in FIG. 8, micas 62, 63 are disposed above
and below the liquid crystal (4-cyano-4-hexylbiphenyl, 6CB)
61 which is a sample. That is, the liquid crystal 61 as a sample
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is disposed to be sandwiched between the mica 62 which is an
upper substrate 35 and the mica 63 which is the bottom disk
holder 42.
[0074] The chemical formula of a liquid crystal (4-cyano4-hexyl biphenyl, 6CB) as a sample sandwiched between
mica surfaces is shown in FIG. 9.
[0075] In the FIG. 10, the horizontal axis is an angular
frequency (_1) on the upper surface of the sample, and the
vertical axis is a ratio of the output voltage (U 0 ) measured by
the capacitance type displacement gauge to the input voltage
(U ,) applied to the piezoelectric element of the resonance
shear precise measurement unit. In addition to the measurement result for the liquid crystal as a sample, a measurement
result for the surfaces of the holding elements in a separated
condition with no liquid crystal (sample) therebetween (in air
(after separation)), and a measurement result for the surfaces
of the holding elements in close contact with each other with
no liquid crystal (sample) therebetween (in air (micas in
contact)) are depicted for comparison. Solid lines shows resonance peaks for different distances of surfaces of the sample,
the distances being shown on a side of each of the curves.
Here, the distance between surfaces is defined to be 0 nm
when no change of the distance between surfaces was
observed when driving upward the bottom disk holder by a
driving apparatus. By changing the distance between the surfaces, change of the resonance curve was observed. A plurality of peaks at 0 nm shows cases of a constant distance
between the surfaces with different load.
[0076] Thus, the present invention enables measuring a
change in Theological properties of the sample (liquid, solid,
liquid crystal and the like), friction/lubrication properties,
and a coupling intensity between the sample and the solid
substrate while changing the thickness of the sample sandwiched between two solid substrates. Also by using the substrate itself as a sample, i.e., without any other sample sandwiched inbetween, mutual friction (lubrication) properties
can be measured. Furthermore the surface may be modified
by an adsorption or a chemical modification method (LB
(Langmuir Blodgett) method)
[0077] Furthermore, the present invention does not need for
a light to pass through the substrate and the sample because
the reflection of a laser light is used, thereby enabling to
measure the distance between surfaces and to measure the
Theological property and the friction/lubrication property of
the sample at different distances even if an opaque substrate
and/or an opaque sample are used.
[0078] The present invention is not limited to the embodiments described above, but various modifications may be
possible based on the essence of the present invention. These
modifications are not excluded from the scope of the present
invention.
^

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITIES
[0079] The resonance shear measuring method of the
present invention as described in the first embodiment is
suitable to measure simply, conveniently, and precisely properties of liquid thin films with thickness of a nanometer scale
between solid surfaces.
[0080] The twin-path type apparatus for shear stress measurement of the present invention as described in the second
embodiment can be used as a twin-path type apparatus for
shear stress measurement which can measure shear stress
precisely by using the twin-path method enabling to measure
a distance between opaque substrates. Similarly to the reso-
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nance shear measuring method in the first embodiment, the
apparatus in the second embodiment is also suitable to measure simply, conveniently, and precisely properties of liquid
thin films with thickness of a nanometer scale between solid
surfaces.
1. A resonance shear measuring method to measure a shear
response of a sample sandwiched between solid surfaces in a
resonance shear measurement unit, along with a change in
film thickness, the method comprising steps of:
applying an input signal U to a horizontal driving section
of the resonance shear measurement unit,
detecting an oscillation of a surface on one side of the
sample sandwiched between the solid surfaces set in the
resonance shear measurement unit by means of a displacement gauge, the output of detection being an output
signal U. , and,
applying the output signal U0 along with the input signal
to a resonance shear signal analyzer,
wherein a resonance shear curve is obtained by performing
a Fourier transformation of a damping curve of the oscillation of the surface on one side of the sample.
2. A resonance shear measuring method to measure a shear
response of a sample which is solid surfaces themselves without any other sample sandwiched between the solid surfaces
in a resonance shear measurement unit, along with a change
in film thickness, the method comprising steps of:
applying an input signal U to a horizontal driving section
of the resonance shear measurement unit,
detecting an oscillation of a surface on one side of the
sample in the resonance shear measurement unit by
means of a displacement gauge, the output of detection
being an output signal U. , and,
applying the output signal U0 along with the input signal
to a resonance shear signal analyzer,
wherein a resonance shear curve is obtained by performing
a Fourier transformation of a damping curve of the oscillation of the surface on one side of the sample.
3. The resonance shear measuring method according to
claim 1, wherein the sample is a thin film.
4. The resonance shear measuring method according to
claim 1, wherein the sample is liquid.
5. The resonance shear measuring method according to
claim 1, wherein the sample is a liquid crystal.
6. The resonance shear measuring method according to
claim 1, wherein the sample has a thickness in nanometer
size.
7. The resonance shear measuring method according to
claim 1 or 2, wherein the sample has a surface modified by an
adsorption or a chemical modification method.
8. The resonance shear measuring method according to
claim 1 or 2, wherein the resonance shear curve is a frequency
characteristics of shear response of the sample.
9. An apparatus for resonance shear measurement comprising:
a waveform generator;
a power source to which the waveform generator is connected;
a resonance shear measurement unit to which the power
source is connected and an input signal U is applied;
a displacement gauge to which the resonance shear measurement unit is connected;
a resonance shear signal analyzer to which the displacement gauge and the power source are connected and to
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which an output signal Uout along with an input signal
are applied, the resonance shear signal analyzer
comprising:
(a) a timer section,
(b) a Fourier transformation section to which the timer
section and the displacement gauge are connected,
(c) an amplitude spectrum generation section to which the
Fourier transformation section is connected,
(d) a normalization section of amplitude (U0 /U,),
(e) a resonance shear curve producing section; and
a computer to which the waveform generator and the resonance shear signal analyzer are connected.
10. The resonance shear measuring method according to
claim 1, wherein a shear stress measurement of the sample is
performed by a combination of two methods: one method
being a twin-path type measurement method for a distance
between surfaces of the sample by irradiating a laser light to
a mirror attached to a back side of a bottom disk holder and by
detecting a phase change of the reflected light from the mirror,
and the other method being the measurement method to measure Theological properties and friction/lubrication properties
of the sample from a resonance curve.
11. The apparatus for resonance shear measurement
according to claim 9 comprising:
(a) a precise shear device to give a horizontal displacement
to a top disk holder,
(b) a displacement gauge to detect the horizontal displacement of the top disk holder,
(c) a fixing unit for fixing a lower surface of the sample, the
unit comprising a leaf spring which holds at the front end
a bottom disk holder, and a mirror disposed on a back
side of a bottom disk holder,
(d) a driving apparatus to drive upward and downward the
bottom disk holder by driving the fixing unit for fixing
the lower surface of the sample,
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(e) a twin-path type measurement unit for measuring a
distance between surfaces, the unit irradiating a laser
light to the mirror and measuring a distance between the
upper surface of the sample and the lower surface of the
sample based on a phase change of a reflected light from
the mirror,
wherein Theological properties and friction/lubrication
properties of the sample are measured per distance
between the upper surface of the sample and the lower
surface of the sample.
12. The apparatus for resonance shear measurement
according to claim 11, wherein measurement on the rheological properties and friction/lubrication properties of the
sample is performed based on a resonance curve of the
sample.
13. The apparatus for resonance shear measurement
according to claim 11 or 12, wherein the sample is a transparent sample or an opaque sample.
14. The apparatus for resonance shear measurement
according to claim 11 or 12, wherein the sample is a liquid
thin film.
15. The apparatus for resonance shear measurement
according to claim 11 or 12, wherein the sample is a liquid
crystal thin film.
16. The apparatus for resonance shear measurement
according to claim 11 or 12, wherein the sample is an adsorption layer such as polymer and/or surfactant or a chemically
modified film.
17. The apparatus for resonance shear measurement
according to claim 11 or 12, wherein either one or both of the
top disk holder and the bottom disk holder are opaque
substrates.

